Getting to Grips: A presentation at Drawing on all resources event by Renton, Lucy & Postle, Paul
Script for Drawing on all resources draft
1 . Introduce me and Paul, roles at KU
2. Explain that I will set scene, hand over to Paul to describe experience this year.
3 + 4. This presentation about what we did last year, and Paul’s action research this year, in testing the value of online and OER resources to support students. It’s the story of one lecturer’s attempt to test the practicalities of embedding OER practice in the curriculum.
5. Last year, we were part of the second wave of Practising Open Education,  and as a first step, Steve Mallinder and Debbie Flint came to use to facilitate a focus group. We had a really good mix of staff at this event, both from our Faculty and across the University; not only academic and technical staff, but people from our Learning Resource Centres and Marketing. This gave us a lot of information about the kinds of online resources people were already using, and what directions they felt we should explore.
6+7. These are some of the main points we were able to draw out from our discussions. (Go through the points to elucidate one by one).
8. From this list, we drew out three strands which we felt we could tackle within the scope of the project.
9.  We were limited here by advice from our central legal team that staff are not able to put CC licences on materials developed during their employment at the University. I’ve been on a working group since then looking at OERS, and we have revisited this, and the advice has be reinterpreted,so that as long as we use one of the NC versions, we are ok. Within the advice we had at the time, we were able to work on a case study with Graphic Design Staff member Cathy Gale, and these should be released shortly. 
10+ 11. It was also apparent from the focus group in order to achieve any sort of paradigm shift in relation to OERs, we’d need to do a lot of staff development and dissemination. As part of this, we had an event last September, with a keynote speaker Melissa Highton from Oxford University, and the presentations are all available online on my wiki page which served as a nexus for our project.
12. The third strand tried to approach the realities of why and how an individual staff member might go about finding and embedding OERs into the curriculum, and this is where Paul kindly stepped up with an idea..
13. He offered to do some action research, which could provide us with an idea of the challenges and barriers a staff member might find, and try and uncover some student responses to being offered OERs. We decided to call this Getting to Grips, as we felt ourselves to be novices in this field at that time. Alongside this he won a SCORE short fellowship to do a residential week at the OU, trying out their re-use and repurposing tools. I’m sure he’d be happy to answer any questions on what his experience of this was later. 
14. So, the first thing was to identify a problem that we thought might benefit from the use of OERs.
15. One of Paul’s many teaching roles is working on a Joint Honours course, and he felt that some of the students on this were struggling with basic design working methods and understanding. He had a hunch as to why this might be. 
16. If he was right about this, what skills and attributes might a Foundation offer a student that were lacking, and was there any way that OERs could be used to plug this gap?
17. To gather some views on this, he conducted interview with staff from both  Foundation and BA Courses, as well as student on Foundation and BA.
18 +19. Here are just a few quotes from what they said. I note here the importance placed on investigation, rather than assimilation of content. I would argue that our studio based students are producers rather than consumers of content and this presents a very particular set of issues for us in terms of OERs.
20. Go through points briefly
21. There were many points of agreement.
22. Some skills were instructional or content based OERs could be seen to have value. Issue with that might be currency, up to date for example, training on software.
23. Overall agreement on these areas, not student asking for skills. Their misunderstandings of what makes them employable.
24. Staff felt that useful areas for development of OER practice would be these, aimed at threshold knowledge (Mayer and Land) behavioural change. Not about content, but process.
25. Next step was to develop a table of the attributes, and go searching for online resources which might be able to match up to these. MA with PG Cert students were asked to try out the various resources and give their responses, the user XP. Also felt this was a way of introducing them to OER debates at this point in their teaching development, fitted our staff dev response.
26. Point about repositories/archives, generic process orientated resources and  communities.
27. over to interview with Paul

Q1. Could you just tell us very briefly what happened when 6 months later you started working with this list of resources and your groups of students?
Some points we might cover in the discussion are:
 Currency? Was the list still useful 6 months later? – OER practice therefore needs to be embedded in everyday practice of tutor. Got to be easy to find stuff.
Sustainability? HPLs, student generated content
Community, Facebook, like/dislike, –not repository
Platforms, need to know they are going to stick around, iTunes U)
benefit of being joined with version of Process Arts, connection with like minded institutions, a one stop shop as well as locally hosted.
Q. Having had this experience yourself to some extent supported by time and funding bought by the project, what would you say to another member of staff just starting out on this journey, who might not have the benefit of these resources?
Why as staff do we need to engage with this – point about lifelong learning for our graduates and engaging with digital media literacies.





